Nitrogen is the fifth most abundant element in the Universe. In the interstellar medium, it has been thought to be mostly molecular (N 2 ) 1 . However, N 2 has no observable rotational or vibrational transitions, so its abundance in the interstellar medium remains poorly known. In comets, the N 2 abundance is very low 2, 3 , while the elemental nitrogen abundance is deficient with respect to the solar value. Moreover, large nitrogen isotopic anomalies are observed in meteorites and interstellar dust particles 4 . Here we report the N 2 H 1 (and by inference the N 2 ) abundance inside a cold dark molecular cloud. We find that only a small fraction of nitrogen in the gas phase is molecular, with most of it being atomic. Because the compositions of comets probably reflect those of dark clouds 5 , this result explains the low N 2 abundance in comets. We argue that the elemental nitrogen abundance deficiency in comets can be understood if the atomic oxygen abundance is lower than predicted by present chemical models. Furthermore, the lack of molecular nitrogen in molecular clouds explains the nitrogen anomalies in meteorites and interstellar dust particles, as nitrogen fractionation is enhanced if gaseous nitrogen is atomic 6 . For more than three decades, chemical models 1 have predicted that nitrogen is mostly in the form of N 2 in dense interstellar clouds. Observations of N 2 H þ -a chemical daughter product of N 2 -have been used, together with HCO þ observations, to estimate the N 2 /CO abundance ratio in molecular clouds 7 . In these clouds, both ions are formed from the reaction with the H 3 þ ion with either N 2 or CO, and are destroyed mostly by recombination with electrons. Both reactions occur at a similar rate for the two ions, and so the measure of the HCO þ /N 2 H þ abundance ratio is a direct measure of the N 2 /CO ratio, and in turn of the N 2 abundance if the CO abundance is known. Observations of this ratio indicate that most nitrogen is in the form of N 2 in molecular clouds, thereby supporting theoretical predictions.
This approach is too simple, omitting consideration of the many other formation and destruction routes of N 2 H þ that are known to exist in interstellar clouds. For example, N 2 H þ is destroyed via a reaction with CO that has no counterpart for HCO þ . Therefore, to derive the N 2 abundance from N 2 H þ , one must consider an expanded network of gas-phase chemical reactions. Furthermore, in dense and cold parts of molecular clouds, molecules can condense on interstellar grains and form an icy mantle around them, a phenomenon known as depletion. Depletion of several molecules is observed in numerous cold molecular cores 8 . For example, CO and CS abundances are estimated to decrease by several orders of magnitude near the core centres, where the density is highest 9 . Although N 2 H þ itself does not deplete on grain mantles, its abundance also seems to be reduced in the centre regions of starless cores with respect to the core edges 9, 10 . This disappearance from the gas phase is probably due to the The obtained abundances profile has been used to compute the line emission of the core as a function of the visual extinction using a Monte Carlo radiative transfer code. Finally, the model predictions have been compared to observations. The best agreement between the model predictions and the observations is obtained for a metal abundance of 3 £ 10 29 with respect to H nuclei, but the observations are also consistent with a complete depletion of metals on the grain surfaces (that is, with the cosmic rays as the sole source of ionization).
the binding energies of these two molecules are almost the same 11 , casting the previous interpretation into doubt. Besides, other laboratory measurements 12 of the dissociative recombination rate of N 2 H þ -a key parameter to derive N 2 abundance from observations of N 2 H þ -shows that this reaction, which was previously assumed to form N 2 , instead mostly forms NH. In view of these recent results, the abundance of N 2 in molecular clouds has to be re-investigated.
Using a technique that combines the predictions of chemical network 13 with a radiative transfer model, we have re-analysed the N 2 H þ emission maps in the B68 pre-stellar core. This core is an ideal laboratory to study interstellar chemistry, because its physical structure (density and temperature) is well known. The density profile of this core has been inferred from the extinction of background starlight 14 , and is found to be well described by the equations for a pressureconfined, self-gravitating isothermal sphere that is critically stable. In addition, the gas temperature inside the core has been constrained by comparison of a chemical/physical model to observations of C 18 O and 13 CO line emission 15 . To model the N 2 H þ emission, it is crucial to constrain the abundance of electrons and CO, which set the destruction rate of this ion. The CO abundance has been determined in the core by modelling and observations of transitions of CO isotopologues 15 . A ready source of ionization is the ultraviolet photons emitted by nearby stars, but these cannot penetrate the interior of dense molecular cores. Consequently, cosmic rays are believed to provide the main source of ionization. In addition, pre-existing gaseous refractory metals of low ionization potential (for example, Fe and Mg) can contribute to the electron abundance because they can exchange charge with molecular ions, producing Fe þ and Mg þ , which are destroyed relatively slowly by radiative recombination 16 . In our model, we have assumed a standard value for the cosmic ionization rate (z ¼ 3 £ 10 217 s 21 ) and we have determined the electron abundance from observations of H 13 CO þ (1-0) line emission (see Fig. 1 ). Figure 2 shows the predicted electron abundance structure in the core. Our estimates are in agreement with electron abundances obtained in other cores 16, 17 . The electron and CO abundances determine the destruction rate of N 2 H þ . The cosmic ionization rate sets the H 3 þ abundance, and thus the N 2 H þ production rate from N 2 . With these two factors constrained, the N 2 H þ abundance depends solely on the N 2 abundance inside the core (see Supplementary Information) . Assuming that all nitrogen is initially in the form of N 2 , we found that the predicted N 2 H þ (1-0) line fluxes are consistently higher than the observed ones (see Fig. 3 ). Therefore, we suggest that the nitrogen element in cold molecular clouds is mostly atomic and not molecular, as previously thought. These observations require only a quarter of the elemental nitrogen to be initially in the form of N. Indeed, earlier N 2 H þ observations did seem to support this idea 18 . This result has important implications on our understanding of the composition of comets. Comets are thought to be, in whole or in part, aggregates of interstellar grains that survived the formation of the solar nebula 5 . The striking similarities between the composition of cometary and interstellar ices 19 favour this hypothesis. However, some differences exist: the total amount of nitrogen is known to be deficient in comets, with respect to the solar value 20 . This deficiency has been linked to the low abundance of N 2 in cometary ices 2, 3 . This low abundance is puzzling, if nitrogen is mostly in the form of N 2 in cold dark cloud as has long been assumed. However, it has previously been suggested that the low N 2 abundance in comets could be a result of a high N/N 2 ratio 6 . Indeed, our work indicates that only a small fraction of nitrogen is in form of N 2 in the gas phase (see Fig. 2) . Therefore, the amount of N 2 that freezes on the grain surfaces is also small with respect to the total nitrogen abundance. Our model predicts that the N 2 abundance in grain mantles with respect to water will be only about 1%. Thus the lack of molecular nitrogen in cometary nuclei can now be understood.
The overall nitrogen deficiency in comets is more difficult to understand. In principle, if nitrogen is mostly in atomic form in the gas phase, only a fraction of the total nitrogen would be incorporated in grain mantles, because atomic nitrogen has a very low binding We refer to initial abundances as the abundances at t ¼ 0 in our time-dependent chemical modelling (see Supplementary Information for further details) . We have adopted an elemental nitrogen abundance of 2 £ 10 25 with respect to H. N 2 H þ has an hyperfine structure owing to the interaction of the molecular electric field gradient with the electric quadrupole moments of the two nitrogen nuclei 24 . This interaction splits the 1-0 line into seven components that must be modelled properly to obtain a correct opacity for the line emission. We have used a recent technique to handle the hyperfine structure within a Monte Carlo radiative transfer code 25 , and properly computed the emission.
energy, and therefore does not condense on the grain surface. However, our model and observations require atomic nitrogen to form ammonia on grain mantles by grain surface reaction, in order to prevent it returning to the gas phase and forming N 2 . In the B68 prestellar core, our model indicates that the main nitrogen reservoir is ammonia ice, with an abundance of about 7% with respect to water. Although this value is compatible with ammonia ice abundances measured in dark clouds 21 , it is much higher than the ammonia abundances observed in comets (,1%) 3 . Our work could be reconciled with the nitrogen deficiency in comets if the atomic oxygen in the gas phase were lower than the one predicted by our model. This would prevent the formation of N 2 through NO, providing more atomic nitrogen in the gas phase and less NH 3 22 . However, this fractionation is greatly increased if a large portion of the nitrogen is in atomic form 6 . Finally, this work complements the recent detection of the N 2 in a diffuse molecular cloud 23 . The N 2 abundance is expected to be much lower than in dense molecular clouds, because strong ultraviolet fields in diffuse molecular clouds photo-dissociate N 2 . The abundance measured in a diffuse molecular cloud (1.6 £ 10 27 with respect to H nuclei) is about an order of magnitude lower than the one estimated in the present work (1.1 £ 10 26 , see Fig. 2 ), and is therefore consistent with this picture.
In conclusion, this study emphasizes the similarity between the compositions of grain ices and of cometary nuclei, meteorites, and interplanetary dust particles. In situ analysis of cometary nuclei will be needed to confirm our hypothesis. The ESA's Rosetta missionwhich will land on the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko-will provide new insights into the nucleus composition of the comet, and any potential link to interstellar chemistry.
